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Under Armour officially announced the signing of the Nicks Raymond New York Felton, and the UA family has added a new member.
In the NBA campaign for 7 years, Raymond, Felton this season, wearing the player's exclusive color of the Micro G Torch debut
stadium, and a game of 15.8 points and 6.3 assists performance. "Under Armour is thinking that players are creating really fit and
creative products that will bring basketball to new heights," Felton said. "I see with my own eyes that this brand is working to promote
the development of NBA, University leagues, high school leagues, and all kinds of youth competitions. I'm looking forward to sharing
my thoughts with the UA team and becoming part of UA's push for basketball development." "to work with Ray and we are very
excited, he is not only an occupation player, is looking for the unyielding spirit of the people we are basketball players," Under Armour
occupation basketball marketing director Kris Stone said. He was a big winner in Ray's high school and NCAA championship, and
now he's trying to be an integral part of the Nicks team." Felton is expected to return to the game this weekend after recovering from
his finger injury. The figure is Under Armour Micro G PE Torch Raymond Felton New York road color match. 2013-1-25 08:21 upload
and download attachments (256.54 KB) 
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In October 
1993, with the Michael Jordan shocked the world's retirement decision, Air Jordan IX can only appear more in public, not the
stadium. Tinker Hatfield design of this shoe was originally all chicha stadium in honor of MJ we loved. The inner boot structure and the
newly developed fast shoelace system allow this inspiration to come from the superior performance of Japanese shoes. The bottom
line contains six language records, and the design of MJ achievement is a symbol of its global influence. Ninth days, XX8 Days Of
Flight series of ninth pairs of exposure, high-quality leather to create black / fluorescent green Air Jordan IX.
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